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This review article summanzed a raimber of studies
on fasting man, showing insulin to be the primary
hormone controlling fuel mobilization, the brain’s we
of ketoacids as fuel, the role of ghlamsne and alanine
release from muscle, and the quantiticatun of the
various roles of the principal organs in sobstrate metabolism. [The SCI~indicates that this paper has
been cited in more than 575 publications.l
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observed glutamiee to be espaly as important
Morethan 30 years ago, as a fledglingblamed- Alanirse was used by the fixer for ~uconeogene.
ical investigator, I became interested In how fat siasdglutaminebythekidiieysforgkaco-aid
was syisthesized and stored during feedmg and, dth~.onIogesesisto maintain acid-hose homeO.~
conversel~~
mobilized during fasthig, My late, stasis and cation conservation, aL~*lngprosurvival during times of caloric
slightly alder colleague, mento~.and dear friend,
Albert Resold, had opened up a new area of.
Tints, the revisitatlon to Benadict brought the
studyin endocrine/me~o&lcresearch using isolate rat adipose tissue as the model system. he- science pp to date. When asked to sunmiarize
munoassays also had become available. A third the topic for a seminar hi medicine at Boston’s
component was a very simple approach to Beth Israel Hospital and for the New &,glasd
marked obesity resursected for therapy of re- joumaf of Medicine, I assembled this review
fractory patlerds—etatvztlon. Obviously, it had artlde. It madea rather nice stor~especially for
been around for millennia, but it again came teaching medical and graduate students,and the
lilustratime and tables from the aforementioned
into vogue in many d,rncs in the 1960s.
The classic study done 501years earlier by F.G. papeil have appeared In a n.anber of reviews
Benedict on starving man needed repeating and textbooks. Formal and informal discussions
with modem techniques, so we studied the me- and collaborations as to how odser animals cope
tabobsm of fasted obese sub3ects at the andcai with starvation ensued, as well as some political
Research Center at the Peter Bent Brigham Hos- and financial problems dealing with human poppital. Insulin appeared tobe the primary regula- ulation starvation. A practical fallout has been
tor offuel release: glucose from the liver~,amino the modification of nutritional and hormonal
acids from musde, and free fatty acids from therapy In traumatized or otherwise-Il humans.
Even more gratifying was the we of Homo
adipose tissue. The first study on six normal vol2 sapiens to unravel some of the fundamental
unteers who fastedfor eight days was published
questions of metabolism and their endocrine
and became a Citation Oassic ~.
Nez~a very simple question arose—one that I controls. It Is not easy to study man, and it is
had discussed several years earlier with growing even more difficult Thee are
Rachmiel Levine. What keeps the brahi going in ethical, emotional, and’ financial issues that
fasting, usingone-fifth ofthe body’s oxygen con- complicate things.
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